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Department of Electrical Engineering, M. [. T., Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139 
Two measures of the distance between two stochastic processes 
are the divergence and the Bhattacharyya distance. These measures 
are evaluated for both discrete and continuous time, nonzero mean, 
nonstationary, Gaussian processes. The results express the measures 
in terms of the effects of physically-reMizable linear filters acting on 
the Gaussian processes. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
It is often necessary to decide which one of a finite set of possible 
Gaussian processes is being observed. For example, in radar detection 
we want to decide whether we are observing signal plus noise or just 
noise; in a communication system we want to decide which member of a 
finite alphabet corresponds to the observed signal. Our ability to make 
such decisions depends on the distances between the Gaussian processes; 
if the processes are close (similar) to each other, the decision is difficult. 
Two of the many possible quantities which measure this distance are the 
divergence and the Bhattacharyya distance. 
The main contribution of this paper is the development of new expres- 
sions for the divergence and the Bhattacharyya distance which express 
the distances in terms of the effects of physically-relizable linear systems 
(filters) acting on the Gaussian processes. In particular, the distances are 
given by time integrals of the variances and mean values of the outputs 
of filters designed to generate the conditional expectations of certain 
processes. The vMue of the new results is twofold: 
(1) They provide a different formulation and hence new insight. 
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(2) With the additional assumption of Markov processes, they 
blend into the Ka lman-Bucy solution of the Weiner filtering 
problem to provide explicit equations which are well-suited to nu- 
merical evaluation and which provide a basis for signal design. 
The uses and implications of an additional 5~[arkov assumption are not 
considered in this paper. They are discussed in a companion paper, 
Schweppe (1967). 
The class of Gaussian processes considered is quite general. Both con- 
tinuous and discrete time cases are evaluated. Stationarity is not re- 
quired. The mean value need not be zero. The only real restriction is in 
the continuous time case where M1 processes are assumed to have the 
same and nonzero amount of "white noise." This prevents the occur- 
rence of the singular detection ease. 
In Section 2, the distance measures and the Gaussian models are de- 
fined and discussed. The contbluous time results are given and dis- 
cussed in Section 3. The detailed analysis, which includes the discrete 
time case, is relegated to the appendices. 
2. PROBLEM FORMULATION 
Assume that n observations z(/~A),/c = 1, • • • , n are known to have 
been obtained from one of two possible distributions. Thus we have two 
hypotheses, H1 and H2. 
H j  : z(kA) = zj(kA) j -- 1, 2 (2.1) 
zj(/~A), k = 1 , . - -  , n, has probabil ity density f~[z(A) , . - .  , z(nA)]. 
Define )~(nA) to be the likelihood ratio for the two hypotheses; that is, 
h(nA) = fi[z(A), . . - ,  z(nA)] (2.2) 
f~[z(~), . . . ,  z(n~)] " 
Define the column vector z. as 
z~ = [z(~) 1 
Lz(n~)J" (2.3) 
Define zn.j j = 1, 2, as the corresponding vector when the hypothesis H~ 
is true. Thus (2.2) can be written in the equivMent form 
h(nA) - f~(zn) (2.4) 
f2 (z~)  " 
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2.1 DEFINITION OF DISTANC]~ ~/[EASURES 
Let J(nA) denote the divergence between the two hypotheses when z~. 
is observed. The divergence is defined by Kullbeck (1959). 
g £(z~) 
J (~a)  = J - . .  j [ f~(~) - F~(z~)] In - - :  d~(~) - . .  dz(nA). (2.5) f~(z~) 
Let B(nA) denote the Bhattacharyya distance between the two hy- 
potheses when z~ is observed. The ]~hattacharyy~ distance is defined 
by Bhattacharyya (1943, 1946), and K~ilath (1967). 
B(nA) = --ln f . .-  f [fl(z~)f2(z~)] 112 dz(A) . . .  dz (hA). (2.6) 
In his original paper Bhattacharyya does not always use the logarithm. 
He also calls his measure the divergence. However, to prevent confusion 
we reserve the term divergence for J(nA). 
A comparison between the two measures can be made by defining 
Xj(nA) as the random variable obtained from the likelihood ra'~io when 
Zn -~ Zn , j .  
Xj(nA) - f~(z~,.) j = i, 2. (2.7) 
f~(z~.;) 
Then (2.5) and (2.6) can be rewritten as 
- (½) J (nA)  = E{ln X~-~/~(nA)} + E{ln ),~lZ2(nA)}, (2.8) 
-ee(~a)  = In K{xr'~(n~)} + In E{X~%~)}. (2.9) 
Thus the two measures differ in the order of taking the expectation and 
logarithm. The inequality for any random variable x 
In E{x} > E{ln x} (2.10) 
yields (see Kailath, 1967) 
J@A) > 4B(na). (2,11 
2,2 GAUSSIAN MODEL 
We now establish the notation and definitions which specify the ~Lwo 
hypotheses H j ,  j = 1, 2 for the Gaussian case of interest. 
Discrete white noise is defined as a zero-mean Gaussian process, 
v(kA)/A, with 
fo k ~ j 
E{ v( lcA )v(jA ) } 
~a k~j .  
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Continuous white noise is the zero mean Gaussian process, v(t), ob- 
tained as A ~ O, k --+ ~ such  that Ak --+ t and 
E[v(r~)v(T2)] = 8(Tx - r2) 
where ~( rl -- r2) is the Dirac delta function 
For discrete time, the two hypotheses are 
l z(kA) = zs(kA) j= l ,  2 H,. 
: [z3.(kA) = ss(kA) -f- ms(kA) -4- r(kA)[v(kA)/Al (2.12) 
where 
ss(kA) 
ms(k~) 
r(k~) 
k= 1 , . . . ,n ,  
is discrete white noise 
is a zero mean Gaussian process containing no white noise 
is a known mean value function 
is a known t ime function. 
For  continuous time, the two hypotheses are 
!z( r )  = zs(r)  j = 1, 2 
HJ  : [ zs ( r  ) ~  = ss(r)  -f- ms(r )  -4- r ( r )v ( r )  (2.13) 
where 
ss(r )  
mj( r )  
r ( r )  
We assume 
0<r<t  
is continuous white noise 
is a zero mean Gaussian process containing no white noise 
is a known mean value function 
is a known t ime function. 
r ( r )  ~ 0 for all T (2.14) 
We also assume that  as A --* 0, k ~ ~,  Ak ~ T, the following l imiting 
processes are true: 
m~-(kA) ~ ms(r )  
r(k~) -~ r(~) 
0 <_- • _-_6 ~ (2.15) 
s j (kA)  ~ ss(~) 
e(kA) ~ e(~) 
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The two quantities of prime interest are 
J ( t ) :  the divergence between zl(z) and z2(T) 0 < T < t 
B(t) :  the Bhattacharyya distance between zl(T) and z2(~-) 
0- -<T=<I.  
2.3 D~SCUSSmN oF  FORMULATION 
Certain aspects of the terminology should be clarified. First, the use of 
the term "distance" in conjunction with the two measures is only for 
exposition. For example, the divergence violates the triangle inequality. 
Second, the distances refer to the differences in the probabilistic struc- 
tures of the processes. They do not measure the distance between indi- 
vidual realizations (or samples) of the processes. 
Our interest in distance measures tems from their use in determining 
how well a decision can be made. For example, given n observations 
z(k) k = 1 ; • • - , n, how well can we decide which hypothesis H1 or H2 
of (2.1) is true? The best answer to this question is P , ,  the probability 
of error. Unfortunately our distance measures are not always directIy 
related to the probability of error. However, Kailath (1967) gives the 
following inequalities: 
1 --B (~)e =-> P~ 
Pe >= ½[1 -- (1 -- e-2")1'e] ~ }e -2" 
Pe >= e -'r/2 
The reason for considering distance measures like B and J is that the 
probability of error P~ is difficult to compute. In the present paper we do 
not discuss the fundamental problem of when or which distance measures 
should be used to determine how well a decision can be made. However, 
there definitely are cases of interest when one or both measures are ap- 
propriate. Kullbeck (1959) discusses the divergence measure in great 
detail and relates it to other measures, including the Bhattacharyya 
distance. Price (1965) discusses output signal-to-noise ratio which is 
related to the divergence. Grettenberg (1963) discusses the use of the 
divergence criteria in signal selection. Bhattacharyya (1943, 1946) 
introduces the second distance measure and gives it a geometric inter- 
pretation. Kailath (1967) discusses the relative merits of the two meas- 
ures and presents examples wherein the divergence measure "fails" 
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while the Bhattacharyya distance provides the "correct answer." The 
above references contain further bibliographies. 
The Bhattacharyya distance and the divergence are only two of many 
possible distances measures. A measure suggested by coding theory is 
Bq(nh) In f f . . . . .  [fl(z~)f2(z~)] dz(A) . . .  dz(nA), 
where q-- 2 corresponds to the Bhattacharyya distance. The original 
paper on the Bhattacharyya distance (Bhattacharyya, 1943) mentions 
a natural extension to the case of more than two populations. In place of 
(2.6) the M populmion definition of B (hA) is 
= - in  f . . .  f [f~(z.)f2(z~) . . .  f~(z.)] 1/~ dz(A) ..- 4z(nA). B(nA) 
Sti]l other distance measures are discussed in Kullbeck (1959) and 
Kaflath (1967). 
Other authors have been interested in distance measures as an in- 
herent structural property of stochastic processes. Special attention has 
been given to the so-called "singular detection" problem. Loosely speak- 
ing, in a singular detection case the decision on what is being observed 
can be made with "zero error in zero time" which implies "infinite" 
distances. We have purposely chosen our continuous time model (2.13) 
so that the singular case cannot occur. In (2.13), both processes have 
the same amount of white noise and by (2.14) this white noise always is 
present. Several of many good papers on the singular detection problem 
can be found in Rosenblatt (1962). 
3. GENERAL SOLUTION 
We defined the distance measures in Section 2.1 in terms of random 
vectors. We defined a class of discrete and continuous-time Gaussian 
processes in Section 2.2. Our goal is to evaluate the distance measures for 
the continuous-time Gaussian processes. The method of analysis proceed 
as follows: 
(1) The distance measures are evaluated for n-dimensional Gaus- 
sian vectors. This gives J(nA) and B(nA) in terms of mean 
value vectors and n X n covariance matrices. 
(2) The elements of the n-dimensional vectors are assumed to come 
from the discrete time model of (2.12). This enables the calcu- 
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iation of a reeursive relationship between J(nA + 2,) and 
J(nA) and between B(nh + A) and B(nA). 
(3) A limiting operation as n ~ o~, A -+ 0 such that nA --+ t then 
yields differential equations for J(t) and B(t). 
The calculations involved in these three steps are straightforward but 
tedious. Thus they are relegated to the appendices. Appendix A considers 
the first step and Appendix B the last two steps. 
In the course of the analysis in Appendix B, the difference quations 
for discrete-time Gaussian processes are developed. We will now present 
and discuss the results for the continuous-time ease. 
3.1 B•sIc EQUATION 
Our results are expressed in terms of various filters and the effects of 
these filters on the basic stochastic processes. Let a linear~ possibly time- 
varying filter (operator) such as ~y~ be denoted by 
0(t )  = ~t [ i ( . ) ] ,  
where i (r ) ,  0 -< r < t, is ~he filter input at time r and 0(t) is the filter 
output at time t. Let 
~{s( t )  ] z (~) ,  o <__ ~ < ~} 
denote the conditional expectation of s(t) given observations z(~), 
0 =< r < t. We define three particular linear filters ~t,1, ~Yt,2 and ~Yt,~,2 as 
follows: 
~Yt,j[zs(') -- ms(')] = E{sj(t)[ zj(T), 0 < r < t} 
= ~, , [8~( - )  + ~( - )v ( . ) ]  j = l ,  2. 
~t,l+2[Zl(" ) "Jl- Z2(" ) - -  7/'bl(" ) - -  9Tb2(" )] 
= E{s~(t)  + s~(t) lz~ @) + ~(.~)o <= ~ < t} 
= ~,~+~[~( • ) + s~(. ) + x /2  ~'(-)v(" )1. 
We further define a fourth linear filter ~t,~-2 to have the property such 
that 
~.~-~[i(" )] = ~Ai ( "  )1 - ~,~[i(-)]. 
The variances of certain processes obtained by passing the original 
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processes through these filters are defined as follows: 
a7(t) = E(si(t) -- ~t,j [sj(.) -]- r( - )v( . )])2 j = 1, 2, 
~L2(t )  = E(s1(t )  + s~(t) - ~,i+~ [sl(-) + s2(. ) + v'~r(" )v(. )])2, 
~/~(t )  = E(s~(t)  - ~,,~ Is1(.) + r(. )v(. )]/ ,  
~/~(t)  = E(~( t )  -- ~,,1 [s~(. ) + r( .  )v( .  )])~, 
~(t )  = E(&~_~ [s~(. ) + s~(. ) + ~/~:r(.  )v( .  ) ] ) t  
Three qu~nt]ties describing the effects of the filters on the mean value 
functions are defined a~ follows: 
40 = .~( t )  - m~(t) 
5 ~ ( t )  = e ( t )  - -  ~ , , ~ - [ e ( . ) ]  j = 1, 2 
~+~(t) = ~(t) - ~,,~+~ [ (. )]. 
The following equations constitute the main results of this paper and 
~re proven in Appendix B. The divergence J ( t ) between the two hypotheses 
satisfies either of the equivalent ordinary differential equations, 
[2fl(t)] d J ( t )  = z~/~(t) + ~/2(t)2 _ c~12(t) 
(3.1) 
-- z~2(t) + ~2(t) -F ~22(t), 
dt J ( t )  = }2(t) -t- ~12(t) --t- ~2(t), (3.2) [2r2(t)] 
subject o the initial condition 
J (O)  = O. 
The Bhattacharyya distance B(t) between the two hypotheses atisfies the 
ordinary d~erential equation, 
d B(t) = ,r~+~(t) -- ~( t )  -- ~22(t) + (2)  ~+2(t), (3.3) [4fl(t)] 
subject o the initial condition 
B(O) = O. 
Equations (3.1)-(3.3) can, of course, also be expressed as integrals. 
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w (t) 
2 
s~ (t) 
w (t) ~+~ 
%(t) a ] '~t,~ ' X ~V- ' 
- ~ 
m 210 e 
FIG. 1. Generation of divergence, Eq. 3.1 
For example (3.2) is 
3.2 D iscuss ion  OF RESULTS 
Some physicM feel for (3.1)-(3.3) can be obtained as follows: Assume 
the Gaussian processes, l(t) and s2(t), and the mean functions, re~t) 
and m2(t), are available. If these signals are passed through an ap- 
propriate system of adders, filters, squarers and integrators, the output 
is a signal whose expected value is the distance measure. Figures 3.1 and 
3.2 present his system for the two equations (3.1) and (3.2) for ~he di- 
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w(*) 
J ] 
+,  
2 
- 8 + 
rn z (t) 
F1G. 2. Generation of divergence, EcI. 3.2 
rV (2 ra(t) J (t)} 
vergence while Fig. 3.3 presents the system which "generates" the 
Bhattacharyya distance of (3.3). The actual decision as to which hy- 
pothesis is true is often made in practice by evaluating the logarithm of 
the likelihood ratio, i.e., in discrete time by evaluating [see (2.3)] 
0(na)  1 ~(z~) 
= ogf2 -~ ) • 
Schweppe (1965) develops a recursive formula for 0(hA) and then 
takes the limit to obtain a differential equation for O(t). In Fig. 3.4 we 
present he flow diagram for the system which generates O(t) for the 
special case 
ml(t) - m2(t )  = ~(t)  = o. 
Figure 3.4 provides a background for Figs. 3.1-3.3. In Figs. 3.1-3.4 a 
quantity in brackets is the expected value of the process at that point of 
the system and ~z(t) represents white noise. All white noise processes are 
assmned to be mutually independent. 
We have stated previously that discussions on the relative values of 
the two measures are left to the literature. However, readers who sub- 
scribe to the theory that the best answer is the simplest answer, may 
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w~t) 
s n (t) 
w(t) 
s (t] 
J2"w(t) 
m I0 ) ~  B ~ 
+ ( + n+2 (t) 
rn2(t) o 
FIG. 3. Generation of Bhattacharyya distance, Eq. 3.3 
decide that the Bhattacharyya distance is superior to the divergence, for 
the following reason. If we define a "matched" filter to be one whose 
output is the conditional expectation of the signal contained inthe input, 
then the performance of a matched filter is much easier to analyze than 
the performance ofa "mismatched" filter. The divergence involves mis- 
matched filters while the Bhattacharyya distance uses only matched 
filters. Hence the Bhattacharyya distance is easier to analyze. 
The method of analysis used in this paper can be considered a "state 
space" approach although the state-space philosophy is more evident in 
the companion paper (Schweppe, 1967) where Markovian models are 
considered. It is interesting to compare this state-space approach with 
the "standard" approach found in most literatm'e on detection and 
decision making. The matrix formula of Appendix 2 for n observations are 
standard formulae. Both the standard and state-space approach to the 
discrete and continuous time cases use a change of variables which 
"whitens" the stochastic processes and hence diagonalizes the covariance 
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POSiTiON OF SWITCH DETERMINES WHICH HYPOTHESIS  TRUE 
s I (tlc:~ t i l t  ) 
s 2 (tl r ~  
o-~(t) o I 
Fro. 4. Generation of logarithm of likelihood ratio (zero mean value) 
2r2 (t) ~(t) 
matrices. The difference lies in the method of diagonalization. The 
standard approach for discrete time diagonalizes the covarianee matrices 
by an orthogonal transformation based on the eigenvectors. For con- 
tinuous time, this diagonalization is replaced by the Karhunen-Lo~ve 
expansion. The state space approach diagonalizes the covariance matrix 
by successive applications of the projection theorem. This corresponds to
a Gram-Schmidt4ype orthogonalization instead of an eigenvector type. 
The proof of Appendix B can be viewed in this light as the conditional 
expectations are simply projections in the appropriate Hilbert space. 
The standard approach yields answers in terms of the solutions of integral 
equations. The state-space approach yields differential equations (3.1)- 
(3.3). 
APPENDIX A. THE DISTANCE MEASURES FOR 
GAUSSIAN VECTORS 
We evaluate the two measures for the Gaussian hypotheses and the 
discrete time case of n observations. 
There are many ways to manipulate the various matrix formulae and 
we give only a few of the many possible forms. In such manipulations 
and in the various proofs to follow the following matrix identities are use- 
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ful. Given a partitioned square matrix A, 
F A:: I A~ ] 
A = I .... I A2:I~] ~ . (A.I) ] 
i_ 
Then 
A-: = I AT) + A~:: AI~ A-: &: An I -An: A~ ~-: ] 
-- A-:A2: A~ A- I ' , (A .2 )  
L .3 
where 
= A22 - -  AaA~:A:2. (A.3) 
This basic relationship has bee:: called the Frobenius-Sehur formula 
(Bodewig, 1956, p. 188) and leads to the following: 
--1 (Am: -- A:,A72:A21)-: = An: + AnA12(A22 -- a2:an:A:2)-:a2:a::, ( i .4 )  
with one useful variation being 
(I -t- A)- '  = I -- (I + A-:) -~, (a.5) 
where I is the unit matrix. 
Consider the discrete time model of (2.12). Define the n X n diagonal 
matrix, 
and the vectors 
Lsj(na)J 
7 
mn, j  -~ 
Then (2.12) can be rewritten as 
o] 
"~(n~) 
-m<] 
_~(n~)J 
Zn, j  
[ z~.5 = s~,j + m~,i + (1/A)Rnv~ 
Define e~ as the difference between the mean values, 
En = ITln,1 - -  mn,2 .  
Define ~n,j as the n X n eovarianee matrix of s~,i, 
Vn = 
(A.6) 
~(na)_l" 
(A.7) 
j = 1,2. 
(A.8) 
j - -  1, 2, (A.9) 
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where ' denotes transpose. Define ~,~ as tile n X n covariance matrix of 
Zn ,.i 
~,~,j = ~,~,j ÷ (1/A)I~,R~,'. (A.10) 
The Gaussian assumption implies 
1 1 i -1  
- -  - -  m~, j ]  q~, i [ z~ - -  } (A .11)  /j(gn) = (27r-)n/2;~l~n, 111/2 exp ~ {[z~ m~,j], 
j = 1, 2, 
where 11 denotes determinant and - 1 denotes inverse. For simplicity, we 
assume On,i and $ ~,j have inverses for all n, j = 1, 2. 
For the divergence, substitution of (A.11) into (2.5) yields, after 
manipulation and integration (Kullbeck, 1959, Chap. 9.1), 
2J(nA) = tr{ (~,1  -- ~,~)" ~-!2~, -- ~a)}-~ 
(A.12) 
+ ~' (~=,~ + ~)  ~ , 
where tr denotes trace. 
For the Bhattacharyya distance, substitution of (A.11) into (2.6) 
yields, after manipulation and integration, 
4B(nA) = 2 In[ (½)(On,1 -It- On,'2) [ 
-- In { q~,~a {--In I~ ,~ I (A.13) 
+ ~'(,I,.,~ + a,~,~)-~e~. 
An alternate form for (A.13) is 
el)  -1  4B(nA) = In I (¼)(O.a ÷ ~,2) (  ~,~ + ~=,1) [ 
(A.14) 
From the Gaussian case, the inequality of (2.11) can be improved to 
give (Kailath, 1967) 
J (nA) => 8B(nA). (A.15) 
There are three special cases of particular interest: 1) detection, 2) 
equal covariance functions, and 3) coherent nondetectability (low signal- 
to-noise). In the last two cases, the two measures are equivalent, and the 
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equal sign in (A.15) holds. For simplicity we now assume that 
r(kA) = r, 
so that 
R~R~ = r2I. - ( i .16)  
Detection. The detection problem is the ease where the decision is be- 
tween observing a signal plus white noise or just white noise. Thus the 
hypotheses are 
HI:z .  = s~ -5 m~ -5 rv. 
H~ : z~ = rvn ,  
so that 
2 
r__ I (A.!7) 
2 
F 
O~,2 = zl I. (A .18)  
For the divergence, substitution of (A.17) and (A.18) into (A.12) plus 
use of (A.5) yields 
(A.19) 
-5 ~ 2I -- I -5 .~  n~. 
For the Bhattacharyya distance, substitution of (A.17) and (A.18) into 
(A.14) plus repeated use of (A.5) yields 
i zX2 ( Z ~ )  -1 4B(nA) = In -5 4r 4  ~,,~ ~,~ 
(A.20) +~ ,@+A )-1 
r- ~ m~ ~ ~ mR . 
Equal Covariance Functions. When the two hypotheses involve processes 
with equsol covariance functions but different mean values, we have 
(I)n,l ~ (]Dn,2 = (On. 
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It follows directly from (A.12) and (A.14) that 
J(nA) = 8B(nA) = ¢ ,~ i  . (A.21) 
Coherent Nondetectability (low signal-to-noise): The coherent non- 
detectability condition (Price, 1965) corresponds to the ease of a low 
signal-to-noise ratio. That is, r2/A is large compared to the maximum 
eigenvalue(s) of Sn, j j  -~ 1, 2. For the detection problem with coherent 
nondetectability, it follows directly from (A.19) and (A.20) that 
A 2 A t 
J (nh)  ~.~ 8B(nA) ~ ~-~ tr [~.y~} + ~ my my, (A.22) 
where the approximation for small e 
In l I  -~ eAI ~ etrA (A.23) 
is used For coherent nondetectability, the general equations (A.12) and 
(A.13) yield, after fairly extensive manipulation, 
A 2 
8B(n5) ~ J(nA) ~ ~ tr {~,~ - ~,2)(~y.~ - ~.~)I  
(A.24) 
A I 
APPENDIX B. DERIVATION OF GENERAL SOLUTION 
We derive the difference quations which relate J(nA) to J (nA  - A) 
and B(nA) to B(nA -- 4) and then take thelimitsn --~ ~, A --* 0, nA 
--~ t to obtain the differential equations for the continuous time case. 
We use the following results relating conditional expectations of 
Gaussian random variables (i.e., Anderson, 1958, Sec. 2.5). Consider a 
Gaussian vector z~ [see Eq. (2.3)] with mean m~, and eovariance 
matrix On. Partition these quantities as follows: 
Zy L Z~-I ..] m~ m~-i 
~(nA) "r'(nzX) I (B.1) 
~'~ = v(nA ) 'i '~n~ " " 
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Let 
denote the conditional expectation of z(nA)  given z~_,. Then 
E{z(nA)  i z~_i} = m(nA) q- ~'~-1 [z~-i - m~_i], (B.3) 
where 
--1 
~n--1 = On--1 '~ ' (nA)  • (B .4 )  
-1 (We use a specialized symbolism for the vector ~_ ,  V(nA) as we will 
consider g=_~ as a linear operator or filter.) Define 
t3(nA) = E(z (nA)  - E{z(nk)  I z~-lf)=. (B.5) 
Then 
5(nA) = ¢(nA) -- y'(nA)OT~-i y(nA). (B.6) 
Finally [see (A.2)] 
-7  ~= ~-~(nzx) -~  (n~)5o-1 
o~-1 - ~-~-~(n / , )v '~- i  (B.7) 
B.1 DIVERGENCE 
We introduce the two hypotheses into (B.1)-(B.7) by an obvious use 
of subscripts. For example, 
E{zs(~A) I z,-1,j} = ms(nA) -4- atn--l.j [Zn- l , j  - -  m,_i,j] 
- i  7a'(nA) ~-L J  "= O.-1, i  
t~j(nA) = E(z~(nk)  -- E{zj(n/',)/z,~-l.j})~'j = 1, 2. 
The following formula resu!ts from combining (B.1) and (B.6) 
tr {O,,1 ~I,7)~} tr {O,-,., -1 
where 
5,.(nh) " 
(B.S) 
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Note that  
f lm(nA) = E{z1(nA)  - -  ml(nA) -- 5:~-1,2[z~-1,1 -- m~-1,1]} 2, (B.10) 
with similar results for fl~/2(nA). Using (B.8),  we have 
(i)--1 --1 --1 --1 tr{(q)~,l -- (P,~,2)( ~,2 -- O~,1)} = t r (~,~ (I)~,~ -b ~,~ (I)~a} - 2n 
tr I~,~,1,1 ~-1 -1 -~" n--l,2 + ~I}n--l,2 {][~n--l,1} - -  2(n -- 1) 
(B.11) 
~/~(n~) ~l/~(n~) 
+ - - + - -  2. 
/~2(nA) ~l(nA) 
Final ly we note that  from (B.7), 
, -1 , o -1  ~7(n~) ~. (I)~,~ ~ = t~-i ~-1,~ :~ -{- j = 1, 2, (B.12) 
where 
~(nA)  = e(nA) - 5~'n--l,~[Sn--1] j = 1, 2. (B.13) 
A judicious substitution of (B.11) and (B.12) into (A.12) then yields 
2[ J (nS)  - J (nA  - A)] = - 2 + ~2(n~) 
(B.14) 
+ ~l~(n~) + ~12(n~) 
~(n~) 
Since (B.14) is a difference quation, we must specify an initial condition 
which is 
J (0 )  = 0. (B.15) 
Equat ion (B.14) expresses J (nA)  -- J (nA  - -  A) in terms of the 
f3(nA), the covariances associated with estimating z(nA) from zn-1 • As a 
prelude to going to the continuous t ime case we rewrite (B.14) in new 
terms From (A.7) and (B.3) 
E{s j (nA) [zn - l ,~}  = ~'~-l,~'[z~-l,j - m~-l,i]. 
Define 
zj2(nA) = E(s¢(nA)  - -  E{s j (nA)  [ z=_l,j}) 2, 
so that  
~j(n~) = oj~(nA) + r2(~'~) j = I, 2. 
(B.16) 
(B.17) 
(B.lS) 
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In a similar fashion define 
2 (hA)  ~. E ( ,~ l ( rbA)  - -  ~:n--l,2! [Zn--l,1 -- m,-1,1]) 2 (B.19) 0-2]1 
with a corresponding definition for ~/2(nA) so that 
= ¢z/l(nA) - t - -  (B.20) 
A 
Substitution of (B.18) and (B.20) into (B.14) yields, after manipula- 
tion, 
2{J(nA) -- J (nA-  A)} = a~/~(nA) + ~22(n) -- o2~(nA) 
A A~22(nA) -~ r~(nA) 
(B.21) 
+ 
Azl~(nA) -~- r~(nA) 
We now take the limits as A ~ 0, n --+ ~ such that nA --* t. In addi- 
tion to the assumptions of See. 2.2 we assume 
~(nA) ---, ~j(t) 
~j(nA) --> ~(t)  j = 1, 2 (B.22) 
~l/~(nA) --, ~/~(t). 
Assuming the limit exists, we define J ( t )  by 
J (nA) -- J (nA  -- A) --~ d J ( t ) .  (B.23) 
A dt 
The limits A --~ 0, n --~ ~ of (B.21) then give 
2r2(t) d J ( t )  2 2 - ~ /~( t )  + ~.~( t )  - o-?(t)  
dt (B.24) 
- o-22(t) -4- ~2~(t) + ~t2(t). 
We have simply assumed that the necessary limits exist and have not 
investigated the conditions' on the basic stochastic processes which are 
needed. "Engineering judgment" tells us that (B.24) yields the di- 
vergence for a wide variety of processes. However, an aetuaI proof with 
explicit conditions remains to be done. 
In (B.3) and (B.4) we defined the vector fl:~_l which, when multiplied 
by the vector of the observations up to time n - 1, yields the condi- 
tional expectation of the nth observation given the past n -- 1 observa- 
tions. Using (B.16) we can also consider ~Y._~,~- as the linear filter (opera- 
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tot) which best predicts the signal, s~(nA), from the past observations. 
This interpretation is extremely useful in the continuous time case. 
Define 
E{si(t) I z~(~) 0 _-< ~ < t} (8.25) 
as the conditional expectation of st(t) given z~-(r), 0 -< r < t. Then by 
using (B.16) we write 
E{s¢(t) l zj(~') 0 <= r < t} = 5:t,¢[sj(. ) + r(. )v(. )], (B.26) 
where 5:t,j" [s~.( •) + r(.  )v(. )] denotes the results of a linear filter (opera- 
tor), 5:t,i, operating on the time series 
z~.(r) -- mj(r)  = si(r)  + r ( r )v(r )  0 =< r < t. 
The divergence of (B.24) can Mso be expressed in an alternate form. 
Combining (B.19) and (B.26) gives 
a~n(t) = E(s~(t) -- 5:t,2[s~(.) -~- r( - )v( .  )])2 (B.27) 
or  
(r~n(t) -- E(s l ( t )  -- 5t,x[S~(" ) + r ( . )v ( .  )] 
(B.2S) 
+ ~,~_2[s~(.) + r( . )v( - ) ] )~,  
where we defined the new linear filter (operator)2t,~_2 by
~t,1-2 = 5:t,~ -- fft,~. (B.29) 
From the properties of the conditional expectation (i.e., Doob, 1953, 
Theorem 8.3, Chap. 1) 
z~/~(t) = z~2(t) -~ E(2t,l_2[s~(. ) ~- r(. )v(. )])2. (B.30) 
Since the s~(t) and s2(t) processes are independent, we can substitute 
(B.30) into (B.24) to give 
2r2(t) dJ(t)  _ ~2(t ) + ~2(t ) ÷ ~2~(t), (B.31) 
dt 
where 
~2(t) = E(~,,,_2 [z,(. ) + z2(. ) - ml( - )  - m2(. )1) 2 
(B.32) 
= E(Z~,I_~[~(.)  + s~(.) + v@( .  )v( . )]) ~. 
Schweppe (1965) contains differential equations for the logarithm of 
the likelihood ratio. These equations, combined with expectations as in 
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(2.8), also yield (B.24) directly (sans the mean value terms but for the 
case of vector observations). We choose to start from scratch in this 
paper so as to present parallel and complete developments for both the 
divergence and Bhattaeharyya measures. 
B.2 B~L~TWAC~RYYA DISTANCE 
Define 
@~,~+~ = ~,~ + ~.,: ,  
which, partitioned as in (B.1), is 
41+~(n~) 
~'~+~ = ~¢~+2(nh) 
From (B.4), (B.5) and (B.6) we have 
° 
~-~,~+~ 
(B.33) 
(B.34) 
~:n ,1+2 ~--1 = ~-1,1+2 r1+2 (n~) (B.35) 
~l+2(nA) ~l+2(nA) -- ' -1 = Tl+2(nA) (I)n-l,l+2 TI+2(nA) (B.36) 
~l+2(nA) = E(z l (nA)  q- z~(nA) -- E{z1(nA) 
(B.37) 
+ z2(na) [z~_ 1.1 + z~-,,2}) ~. 
The determSnate of a partitioned matrix (i.e., Anderson, 1958, Ap- 
pendix, Theorem 5) gives 
! - -1  
i ~n I = l ~-1  ] I~(n)  - v (n )~o_~ v(n)  { = { ~. - i  ] ~(na) ,  (B .3s)  
which yields similar expressions for l~n,~l and I~,1+~ I. By direct 
analogy with (B.12) we have 
2 
t - -1  ! 
fll+2(nA) ' (B.39) 
where 
~x+2(nA) = e(nA) -- ~:-L1+2[~-1]. (B.40) 
Substitution of these equations into (A.13) then yields 
q) 1 
- -  In I[ ¢~-i.~ lflx(nA)} -- In {[~-1.2 {/~2(nh)} (B.41) 
, ~+~(n~) 
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4(B(nA>) - B(nA - A)] = 2 hr 
(B.42) 
with 
B(O) = 0. (B.43) 
Following the procedure used for the divergence, we now rewrite our 
results in terms of estimating s(nA) rather than x(nA). By analogy with 
(B.17) through (B.20) define 
&z(nA> = E(sl(nA) + se(nA) 
- -WsdnA) + ss(nA) I zn-1,1 + zn-~1 I’, 
(B.44) 
so that 
2r”(nA) 
,&&A) = 6+&A) + ---A-- . (B.45) 
Substitution of (B.18) and (B.45) into (B.42) gives 
4{B(nA> - B(,nA - A)] = 2 In 1 + 2r2(nA) 
{ 
Aui+z(nA) 
> 
- In 1 + ‘2%)) - hl{l + A~~~)} (B.46) 
+ 
A8t+z(nA) 
2?(nA) + A&(nA) ’ 
To obtain the continuous time case we use the arguments and assump- 
tions of Section B.l, and take the limits n -+ co, A -+ 0, nA -+ t. We 
define B(t) by 
B(nA> - B(nA - A> ~ dBct) 
A ctt * 
(B.47) 
Thus from (B.46) 
42(t) !I!!Q? 
dt 
= a;+2(t> - u:(t) - d(t) + ; 6:+2(t). (B.48) 
0 
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By analogy with (B.26) we define the linear filter (operator) Sr.l,: to 
be such that 
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